Intelligent nanomechanical devices that operate in an autonomous fashion are of great theoretical and practical interest. Recent successes in building large scale DNA nanostructures, in constructing DNA mechanical devices, and in DNA computing provide a solid foundation for the next step forward: designing autonomous DNA mechanical devices capable of arbitrarily complex behavior. One prototype system towards this goal can be a DNA mechanical device that is capable of universal computation, by mimicking the operation of a universal Turing machine. Building on our prior theoretical designs and a prototype experimental construction of autonomous unidirectional DNA walking devices that move along linear tracks, we present in this paper the design of a nanomechanical DNA device that autonomously mimics the operation of a 2-state 5-color universal Turing machine. Our autonomous nanomechanical device, which we call an Autonomous DNA Turing Machine, is thus capable of universal computation and hence complex translational motion which we define as universal translational motion.
Introduction

Previous and current work
DNA has been explored as an excellent material for building large scale nano-structures, constructing individual nanomechanical devices, and performing computations [25] . Recent years have seen substantial progress in these three fields and this progress provides a solid foundation for the next step forward: designing (and implementing) autonomous nanomechanical devices capable of arbitrarily complex behavior, e.g. motion and computation. A major challenge in nanoscience is to design a nanomechanical device that is capable of universal translational motion, which we define as the motion determined by the head of a universal Turing machine. To meet this challenge, we describe the construction of a nanomechanical device embedded in a DNA lattice that mimics the operation of a universal Turing machine in an autonomous fashion. We call this prototype device an Autonomous DNA Turing Machine. The design of Autonomous DNA Turing Machine benefits from recent progress in the three aforementioned fields, can be viewed as an exciting synergistic point of the three fields, and in turn contributes to the advance of each of these fields: it can be viewed as an autonomous intelligent nano-lattice, an autonomous intelligent nanorobotics device, and a compact autonomous universal computing device.
Large scale periodic lattices have been made from a diverse set of branched DNA molecules, such as the DX molecules [34] , TX molecules [10] , rhombus molecules [16] , and 4x4 molecules [37] . In addition, researchers have also successfully constructed aperiodic programmable DNA lattices [36] . These self-assembled lattices provide a structural base for our construction of Autonomous DNA Turing Machine, whose main structure can be implemented as two parallel arrays of DNA molecules embedded in a one-dimensional DNA lattice.
A variety of DNA nanomechanical devices have been previously constructed that demonstrate motions such as open/close [27, 28, 41] , extension/contraction [2, 8, 12] , and rotation [17, 38] , mediated by external environmental changes such as the addition and removal of DNA fuel strands [2, 8, 12, 27, 28, 38, 41] or the change of ionic strength of the solution [17] . A desirable improvement of these devices is the construction of DNA nanomechanical devices that achieve motions beyond the nonautonomous and localized non-extensible motions exhibited by the above devices. There have already been some exciting work in this direction. Turberfield and colleagues have designed a free running DNA machine [30] which uses DNA as fuels and demonstrates autonomous motion. Mao's group recently demonstrated an autonomous DNA motor powered by a DNA enzyme [6] . Seeman's group has constructed a DNA walking device controlled by DNA fuel strands [26] . Reif has designed an autonomous DNA walking device and an autonomous DNA rolling device that move in a random bidirectional fashion along DNA tracks [22] . The authors have recently designed autonomous DNA walking devices capable of autonomous programmable unidirectional motions along linear tracks [39, 40] . One of these prototype unidirectional DNA walking devices has also been experimentally constructed in our lab [40] . However, these devices only exhibit simple unidirectional motion.
A rich family of DNA computation schemes have been proposed and implemented [7, 11, 13, 14, 15, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 29, 33 ] following Adleman's seminal report in 1994 [1] . Among them, the most relevant work that has inspired the construction here is the universal DNA Turing machine design by Rothemund [23] and the autonomous 2-state 2-color finite state automata constructed by Shapiro's group [3, 4, 5] . In Rothemund's innovative design, the transition table of a universal Turing machine is encoded in a circular DNA and the encoded transitions are carried out by enzymic cleavages and ligations. However, these reactions need to be carried out manually for each transition. In contrast, the Autonomous DNA Turing Machine described here operates in an autonomous fashion with no external environmental mediation. In the inspiring construction by Shapiro's group, a duplex DNA encoding the sequence of input symbols is digested sequentially by an endonuclease in a fashion mimicking the processing of input data by a finite state automaton. Some of their encoding schemes are used in the construction described in this paper, i.e. using DNA sticky end to encode the combination of state and symbol and using a class II restriction enzyme to effect state change. A limitation of the finite state automata construction is that the data are destroyed as the finite state automaton proceeds. Though this feature does not affect the proper operation of a finite state automaton, it poses a barrier to further extending the finite state automaton to more powerful computing devices such as Turing machines.
In this work, we encode computational power into a DNA walking device embedded in a DNA lattice and thus accomplish the design for an autonomous nanomechanical device capable of universal computation, by mimicking the operation of a 2-state 5-color universal Turing machine. In the process of computation, the device can also demonstrate universal translational motion as defined above, i.e. the motion demonstrated by the head of universal Turing machine.
Universal Turing machine
A Turing machine is a theoretical computational device invented by Turing for performing mechanical or algorithmic mathematical calculations [31, 32] . Though the construction and operational rules of a Turing machine may seem beguilingly simple and rudimentary, it has been shown that any computational process that can be done by present computers can be carried out by a Turing machine.
A Turing machine consists of two parts, a read-write head and a linear tape of cells encoding the input data. The head has an internal state Õ and each cell has a color (or [35] . data) (as described in [35] ). The sets of the admissible states and colors are denoted as É and , respectively. At any step, the head resides on top of one cell, and the color of that cell and the state of the head together determines a transition: (i) the current cell may change to another color; (ii) the head may take a new state; (iii) the head may move to the cell immediately to the left or the right of the current cell.
A universal Turing machine is a Turing machine that can simulate the operation of any other Turing machine. Let Ñ and Ò be the number of possible states and the number of possible colors of a Turing machine, respectively. The Turing machine with a proven universal computation capacity and the smallest Ñ ¢ Ò value is a 2-state 5-color Turing machine described in [35] . The operation of this Turing machine is shown in Figure 1 . The directions of the arrow (up and down) indicate the states of the Turing machine; the background color of the cell indicates the color of the Turing machine. In each case, the upper level shows the current state and color of the Turing machine as well the position of the head; the lower level shows the state, color and head position after the transition. The table in Figure 1 is also known as the transition table of a Turing machine.
In this paper, we describe the design of a DNA nanomechanical device that simulates the general operation of an arbitrary 2-state 5-color Turing machine whose head moves to either its left or right neighbor in every transition, and in particular, the universal Turing machine depicted in Figure 1 . We note that the head of this Turing machine has to move either to the left or right during each transition instead of staying in the same position. This is a limitation of our device, but it does not hinder its simulation of the universal Turing machine in Figure 1 .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We give a structural overview and introduce definitions and notations in Section 2. An overview of the operation of the Autonomous DNA Turing Machine is given in Section 3, followed by a detailed step-by-step molecular implementation of the operation in Section 4. Section 5 describes futile reactions that occur in the background during the operation of the Autonomous DNA Turing Machine. In Section 6, we discuss a major challenge in designing the Autonomous DNA Turing Machine -encoding in limited space multiple layers of information. We close in Section 7 with discussions of future work.
Definitions and structural overview
Some standard terms known to the DNA computing community are briefly reviewed in Appendix A. These notions are used in the description of the Autonomous DNA Turing Machine. We then describe below the structural overview of the Autonomous DNA Turing Machine and, in this context, introduce more definitions specific to the construction of the Autonomous DNA Turing Machine. Figure 2 illustrates the structure of the Autonomous DNA Turing Machine. The Autonomous DNA Turing Machine operates in a solution system. The major components of the Autonomous DNA Turing Machine are two parallel arrays of dangling molecules tethered to two rigid tracks. The two rigid tracks can be implemented as rigid DNA lattices as described in Section 1.1, for example, the rhombus lattice [16] as shown in Figure 2 . A danglingmolecule is a duplex DNA fragment with one end linked to the track via a flexible single strand DNA and the other end possessing a single strand DNA extension (the sticky end). Due to the flexibility of the single strand DNA linkage, a dangling-molecule moves rather freely around its joint at the track. The upper and lower arrays of danglingmolecules are called Head-Molecules, denoted as À , and Symbol-Molecules, denoted as Ë , respectively. We require that the only possible interactions between two danglingmolecules are either a reaction between a Head-Molecule and the Symbol-Molecule immediately below it or a reaction between two neighboring dangling-molecules along the same track. This requirement can be ensured by the rigidity of the tracks and the properly spacing of danglingmolecules along the rigid tracks. In addition to the two arrays of dangling-molecules, there are floating-molecules. Molecules possess sticky ends × . A Symbol-Molecule with a sticky end × is referred to as in its default configuration; the × sticky end is referred to as a default sticky end. One of the Head-Molecules encodes the current state of the Autonomous DNA Turing Machine in its duplex portion and possesses an active sticky end × that is complementary to the sticky end × of the Symbol-Molecule just below it. This Head-Molecule is referred to as the active Head-Molecule. In contrast, all other Head-Molecules (with sticky ends other than × ) are in default or inactive configuration. Figure 4 gives a high level description of the events that occur during one transition of Autonomous DNA Turing Machine. For the ease of exposition, we describe the operation in 4 stages. The 8 types of ligation events that correspond to the detailed 8-step implementation of the Autonomous DNA Turing Machine (Section 4) are also marked in the figure to assist the reader in relating the high level description in this section to detailed step-by-step implementation in Section 4.
Structural overview of the
In Stage 1, the active Head-Molecule (labeled with a triangle, À ¿ in the example shown in Figure 4 ) is ligated to the Symbol-Molecule (Ë ¿ in Figure 4 ) directly below it, creating an endonuclease recognition site in the ligation product (event´½µ in Figure 4 ). The ligation product is subsequently cleaved into two molecules by an endonuclease. The sticky end of each of the two newly generated molecules encodes the current state and the current color of the Autonomous DNA Turing Machine.
In Stage cleaved, generating a new Head-Molecule whose duplex portion encodes information of Turing machine's next state and whose sticky end encodes the moving direction of the head.
In Stage 3, the newly generated Symbol-Molecule is further modified by an Assisting-Molecule so that it will encode the new color in its duplex portion (rather than sticky end) and possess an × sticky end (event´¿µ in Figure 4 ). The sticky end of the Head-Molecule will dictate it to hybridize with either the Head-Molecule to its left or to its right, depending on which of its neighbors possesses a complementary sticky end (event´ µ in Figure 4 , À ¿ is ligated with its left neighbor À ¾ ). Next, the ligation product between these two Head-Molecules is cleaved.
In Stage 4, the two Head-Molecules are modified by floating Assisting-Molecules (events´ µ and´ µ in Figure 4 ) so that the first Head-Molecule is restored to its inactive configuration (with a default sticky end) and the second Head-Molecule encodes the state information in its duplex part and possesses an active sticky end × and thus becomes an active Head-Molecule, ready to interact with the Symbol-Molecule located directly below it.
This finishes a transition and the operation can thus go on in an inductive way. We emphasize that we describe the events in stages only for the ease of exposition. The proper operation of the Autonomous DNA Turing Machine does not require the synchronization of the events as described above. For example, event´¿µ in Stage 3 can (though not necessarily) occur either before event´ µ or after event´ µ.
Step-by-step implementation
We next give a detailed 8-step description of the operation of the Autonomous DNA Turing Machine. Each step consists of ligation and cleavage events. The ligation events are marked in Figure 4 with´ µ, where ½ ¾ . To demonstrate the practicality of our design, we give full DNA sequence for the reactions of each step. In addition to the , Ì , , and bases, we also occasionally require another pair of unnatural bases which we denote as and . The reason to use and is to minimize the futile reactions as described later in Appendix C and hence increase the efficiency of our Autonomous DNA Turing Machine. The practicality of use of and is justified by the existing technology to make such bases and incorporate them into DNA strands. For a recent survey on unnatural bases, see [9] .
At the start of the operation of the Autonomous DNA Turing Machine, the configuration of the Head-Molecules array along the Head-track iś
The first HeadMolecule is special: it is the active Head-Molecule and represents the current position of the active head. We use the symbol to denote the active configuration of a HeadMolecule. À ½ has the unique sticky end × , which is complementary to the sticky end × of a Symbol-Molecule in default configuration (in particular, the Symbol-Molecule directly below it). Thus, À ½ can hybridize and be ligated with Symbol-Molecule Ë ½ , and this will start the operation of the Turing machine. Recall that Ô encodes the position type information of a Head-Molecule. This position type information is encoded both in the sticky end portion and in the duplex portion of a Head-Molecule. As we will see below, the sticky end encoding of Ô is necessary for dictating the appropriate motion of an active head; the duplex portion encoding is necessary for restoring a Head-Molecule to its default configuration after it turns from an active to an inactive state.
The Symbol-Molecules array along the Symbol-track iś 
Reaction between a Head-Molecule and a Symbol-Molecule
Figure 5:
Step 1 of the operation of Autonomous DNA Turing Machine. The current state Õ and color are initially encoded in the duplex portion of the Head-Molecule and the SymbolMolecule, respectively. After the ligation and cleavage, both the sticky ends of the new Head-Molecule and Symbol-Molecule encode the current state Õ and the current color . The encoding scheme of is described in Table 1 . Bsl I recognition sites and cleavage sites are indicated with boxes and pairs of bold arrows, respectively.
Step 1. In step 1, the active state-encoding HeadMolecule is first ligated with the color-encoding SymbolMolecule below it, and then the ligation product is cut into a new Head-Molecule and a new Symbol-Molecule, the sticky ends of which both encode the current state and color information.
Let À ÔÕ × be the current active head (encoding position type Ô and current state Õ); let × Ë be the SymbolMolecule below it (encoding current color ). À and Ë has complementary sticky ends and hence these two are the Head-Molecule and the Symbol-Molecule are encoding the current state and color. This encoding scheme is in the same spirit as the one used in [5] . Figure 5 gives the molecular implementation of Step 1. For simplicity, only the relevant end sequences are given. The encoded information Ô is not shown. Both the case when Õ Ë À Ç Ê Ìand the case when Õ ÄÇAE are depicted. ÜÝÞ is the color encoding region for SymbolMolecule Ë . The encoding scheme used is shown in Table 1.
Color change of a Symbol-Molecule
After Step 1, the sticky end of Ö Õ Ë encodes the current state and color. This sticky end is subsequently detected by a Rule-Molecule Ê Ö Õ , which has a complementary sticky end. Ê Ö Õ corresponds to one entry in the transition table for Autonomous DNA Turing Machine, and determines the next color ¼ that will be encoded in Ë . This color transition occurs in Step 2 and Ë is modified to possess a sticky end ¼ that encodes the new color ¼ . In
Step 3, Ë is restored to a default configuration with a sticky end × , and the new color ¼ encoded in its duplex portion. We next describe the reactions in detail.
Step 2. In Step 2, Rule-Molecule Ê Ö Õ hybridizes and is ligated with Symbol-Molecule Ö Õ Ë . The ligation product is cut into Ê Û ¼ (a waste molecule that diffuses away) and cut in the ligation product and hence the sticky end and the new color ¼ encoded in it. See Table 2 for the relation between the length of the spacer, the sequence of sticky end and the new color ¼ . Step 2 of the operation of Autonomous DNA Turing Machine. In this example, the current state is Õ
ÄÇAE
; the current color Õ and state are encoded in the Symbol-Molecule's sticky end Ö whose sequence is Ü Ý Þ; the new color, in this case, will be ¼ , encoded in sticky end whose sequence is "TG". Bpm I recognition site and cleavage site are indicated with a box and a pair of bold arrows, respectively.
Step 3. The Symbol-Molecule ¼ Ë obtained from
Step 2 needs to be restored to its default configuration × Ë ¼ so that it can interact with the Head-Molecule À above it when À becomes active again. Note that this reusability of the Symbol-Molecule is essential for the proper functioning of Autonomous DNA Turing Machine. After the restoration, the new color ¼ is encoded in the duplex portion of Ë , whose sticky end is the default sticky end × for a Symbol-Molecule: it encodes no color, but is ready to interact with an active Head-Molecule. The reaction of Step 3 is, Figure 7 gives a molecular implementation of Step 3 for the case ¼ . Color ¼ is encoded both in the sticky end portion and the duplex portion of Assisting-Molecule Note that the existence of endonuclease EcoPl5 I recognition site in the duplex portion of Ë adds extra complication to Step 1 and Step 2: it results in futile reactions (F2) which will be discussed in Appendix C.
State change of a Head-Molecule
Step 4. In Step 4, the Head-Molecule À Ô Ö Õ generated in Step 2 (with its sticky end encoding the current state and color) is modified by a Rule-Molecule that decides the state transition and the motion of the head. After the modification, the new state information is encoded in the du- Step 6. In Step 6, Head-Molecule À ¼ is modified into a Head-Molecule ready to interact with a Symbol-Molecule; in other words, it becomes an active head. The reaction of Step 6 is, Figure 11 describes the molecular implementation for Step 6. The mechanism of this step is very similar to Step 4, and hence we omit the details of its description and refer the reader to Figure 11 . 
Reaction between two adjacent HeadMolecules
The reaction of Step 8 is, , respectively. The figures are self-explanatory and hence we omit the details of description for brevity. Note that Step 8 is a rather spectacular process which illustrates a precisely controlled elongation mechanism using alternating ligations and cleavages. This mechanism may be of independent interest for designing other molecular devices.
Overall reaction flow
Putting all the above steps together, we have a schematic drawing for the overall flow of the reactions (Figure 14 ).
Molecule set
The complete molecule set for the construction of our Autonomous DNA Turing Machine is described in Appendix B.
Technical challenges
Two major technical challenges in designing the Autonomous DNA Turing Machine are to accommodate the futile reactions occurring during the operation of the Autonomous DNA Turing Machine and to design the Au- Figure 12: Step 7 of the operation of Autonomous DNA Turing Machine. Bsl I recognition site and cleavage site are indicated with a box and a pair of bold arrows, respectively. tonomous DNA Turing Machine using limited encoding space dictated by the four (six) letter vocabulary of DNA bases and by the sizes of the recognition, restriction, and spacing regions of endonucleases.
The key technique used here to address the first challenge is to make all the futile reactions fully reversible so that they do not obstruct or alter the operation of the Autonomous DNA Turing Machine. The key technique to address the second challenge is to use overlay technique as shown in Figure 16 and to carefully select the sticky ends to avoid undesirable reactions.
These two issues are discussed in detail in Appendices C and D.
Computer simulations
To fully test the technical validity of our complex construction of Autonomous DNA Turing Machine, we performed computer simulation of the Autonomous DNA Turing Machine. The detailed description, software, and simulation results can be accessed at http://www.cs.duke.edu/ py/paper/dnaUTM/, and are omitted here for brevity.
Discussions
In this paper, we present the design of a DNA nanomechanical device capable of universal computation and hence universal translational motion. In addition to general design principles, we give detailed molecular implementation of the Autonomous DNA Turing Machine. A next step would be to construct a DNA cellular automata that demonstrates parallel computations.
As a consequence of the universal computation, the Autonomous DNA Turing Machine demonstrates universal translational motion. This motion is a symbolic motion in the sense that no physical entity is moved from one location to the other. Instead, the motion is the motion of the active head symbol relative to the tracks. A nanorobotics challenge is to extend the Autonomous DNA Turing Machine to a device that can move a physical entity, probably a DNA fragment, in a universal translational motion fashion. As a first step, it is conceivable that a DNA nanomechanical device that moves a DNA fragment bidirectionally along the track can be designed and possibly experimentally constructed. Our complex design of Autonomous DNA Turing Machine makes some unconventional physical and chemical assumptions. Two lines of recent work lends partial experimental support to the practicality of this design. The first one is the autonomous DNA finite state automata experimentally constructed by Shapiro's group [3, 4, 5] , in which a cascade of cleavages and ligations drive the operation of the machine. A more relevant study is the experimental construction of an autonomous unidirectional DNA walker that moves along a DNA track [40] . In this device, a walker moves unidirectionally over a sequence of three dangling anchorages sites (a structural analog to the dangling-molecules in the Autonomous DNA Turing Machine design) embedded in a DNA track in an autonomous fashion, driven by alternating actions of DNA endonulceases and ligases. In particular, this walking device exploits some very similar enzyme reactions as used in the design of the Autonomous DNA Turing Machine, such as the ligation and cleavages of DNA duplices tethered to another DNA nanostructure and the ligation of DNA fragments with 3-base overhangs at a relatively high temperature (37 AE ).
Though a full experimental implementation of the Autonomous DNA Turing Machine appears daunting, due to the rich set of molecules, reactions, futile reactions involved, it might be possible to experimentally test a subset of the mechanisms described here. Another challenge to experimental demonstration of the Autonomous DNA Turing Machine is the design of an output detection mechanism. Many futile reactions happen in the background during the operation of the Autonomous DNA Turing Machine. A key feature of these futile reactions is that they are fully reversible. This is critical in ensuring the autonomous operation of the Autonomous DNA Turing Machine as explained below. We initially supply the system with sufficiently high concentrations of Rule-Molecules and Assisting-Molecules as well as all the byproducts generated in the futile reactions. As such, the futile reactions will reach a dynamic balance and the concentrations of all the components involved in the futile reactions, including both the "active" components essential for the operation of the Autonomous DNA Turing Machine and the "futile" byproducts, will stay relatively constant during the operation of the Autonomous DNA Turing Machine. Note that since the active components will not be depleted by the futile reactions (which could have happened should some futile reactions are irreversible), the autonomous operation of the Autonomous DNA Turing Machine will not be disrupted. Though we have shown that the futile reactions are innocuous, they do decrease the efficiency of Autonomous DNA Turing Machine. A desirable improvement of the current design is to decrease the level of futile reactions and thus increase the efficiency and robustness of the Autonomous DNA Turing Machine. We start with the DNA molecule: it consists of directed strands referred to as single strand DNA, which consists of a chain of monomeric units known as bases. There are four types of bases: , Ì , , and . A DNA molecule consisting of two anti-parallel single strands is commonly known as a duplex DNA, or the famous double helix DNA. The two anti-parallel single strands are associated with each other via the bonding of corresponding bases of the two strands known as Watson-Crick complementarity, or complementarity for short: base prefers to form hydrogen bonds with Ì ; base with . Hence (resp. ) is the complementary base to Ì (resp. ). Note that a more precise name of the complementarity between two single strands is reverse complementarity, since one strand is actually complementary to the reverse of the other strand. However, when the context is clear, we will simply use complementarity. Two single DNA strands with anti-parallel complementary bases can bond to each other and form duplex DNA in a process known as hybridization. The reverse process in which two bonded single strand DNA go apart is known as melting. Hybridization and melting are in dynamic balance, and the tendency towards melting increases as the temperature of the system increases. Figure 15 (a) illustrates the concepts of complementarity and the formation of duplex DNA by hybridization of two single strand as well as the melting process. A duplex DNA fragment may possess single strand overhang at its end, and this single strand is called a sticky end. Two duplex DNA with complementary sticky ends can come together via hybridization of their sticky ends as shown in Figure 15 (b) . Again, the hybridization product can dissociate via the melting process.
Two basic enzyme operations on DNA molecules are ligation and cleavage. Two duplex DNA fragments possessing complementary sticky ends can associate with each other via the hybridization of their sticky ends (Figure 15 (b) ). In the presence of ligase enzyme, the nicks at either end of the hybridized section are subsequently sealed in a process known as ligation, joining the two duplex fragments into one via the formation of covalent bonds in the sugar-phosphate backbone of DNA strands, as shown in Figure 15 (c). As such, two separate DNA duplex fragments with complementary sticky ends can be joined into one in a two step process, hybridization and then ligation. However, when the context is clear, we simply use ligation to refer to this two step process. In cleavage, an approximately reverse process to ligation, a duplex DNA fragment is cut into two separate duplex parts (with each usually possessing a complementary sticky end) by enzymes known as restriction endonucleases. Cleavage by an endonuclease usually requires that the substrate DNA fragment contains recognition site(s) (specific DNA sequence(s)) detectable by the endonuclease and that the cleavage happens at specific cleavage sites on the DNA fragment. Note the difference between recognition sites and cleavage sites. Figure 3 depicts some commercially available endonucleases (which are used in the construction of our Autonomous DNA Turing Machine). In contrast, ligation does not require specific recognition sites, though it requires complementarity of the sticky ends of the two parts to be joined.
The hybridization, melting, ligation, and cleavages are all referred to generically as reactions. The reactions happen in an aqueous solution system, or solution for short, where the DNA components as well as enzymes float freely and "bump" into each other and hence incur reactions. The sequence that belongs to an endonuclease recognition site is bounded with a box. The bases whose values are irrelevant to endonuclease recognition sites or unique sticky ends are denoted with "-". In panels (a), (b), and (c), the unique sticky ends generated in Steps 5 and 8 are listed below the bottom molecule, and labeled with Ø and , respectively. Of these sticky ends, those generated by endonuclease Mwo I are further labeled with gray background. See Table 2 for the values of ÜÝÞ. Table 1 . The Ð values for Ê and Ê are determined as described in Tables 2 and 3 
B Molecule set
C Reversible futile reactions
We note that there exist reactions other than those already described during the operation of the Autonomous DNA Turing Machine. Upon careful examination, we will see that these reactions do not block, reverse, or alter the proper operation of the Autonomous DNA Turing Machine, although they decrease its efficiency. Therefore, these innocuous reactions are referred to as futile reactions.
The first kind of futile reactions (F1) occur between a Rule-Molecule´ Ö Õ µÊand its dual Ê´ Ö Õ µ (Figure 18 (a) ) or a Rule-Molecule Ø Ì and its dual Ì Ø (Figure 18 (b) ). Note that the sticky end in Figure 18 (b) is different from the × sticky end of the Symbol-Molecules since it is a protruding ¼ end instead of a protruding ¿ ¼ end.
The second kind of futile reactions (F2) occur between Symbol-Molecules and Head-Molecules (Figure 18 (c)) with complementary sticky ends. We can not completely avoid the occurrence of these undesirable complementary sticky ends due to the limited encoding space. See Figure 19 for examples. However, the endonuclease Bsl I recognition site in the ligation product makes the undesirable ligation reversible and hence innocuous.
The third kind of futile reactions (F3) occur between Ë and À or Ê -these futile reactions are caused by the endonuclease EcoPl5 I recognition site in the duplex portion of Ë . Figure 18 (d) and (e) illustrate these two cases. We need to pay particular attention to futile reaction F3b. In this case, the molecule Ê Ö could diffuse away and hence the ligation for regenerating ÊË could be blocked. This would disastrously block the operation of the whole Autonomous DNA Turing Machine. To fix this problem, we require that the concentration of Ê Ö molecules stays sufficiently high in the system. This additional requirement warrants the regeneration of ÊË and hence makes reaction F3b an innocuous futile reaction.
In addition, we note that all the cleavage reactions during the operation of Autonomous DNA Turing Machine are reversible, and hence represent additional idling processes or innocuous futile reactions.
D Encoding space
One major challenge in designing DNA nanomechanical devices is the limited encoding space dictated by the four (six) letter vocabulary of the bases and by the sizes of the recognition, restriction, and spacing regions of endonucleases. Figure 19 (a) gives a table of all the possible permutations of 3-base sequences consisting of A, C, G, and T. Among them, the sequences of 3-base sticky ends used in the construction of Autonomous DNA Turing Machine are labeled with boxes. Figure 19 (b) shows some additional 3-base sticky ends containing the unnatural bases and . Figure 19 (a) and (b) together contain all the 3-base sticky ends used in the construction.
The encoding schemes have the following properties. First, each sticky end is unique -this ensures that the transition of state and color, the motion of the head, and the restorations of Symbol-Molecules and Head-Molecules are conducted according to designated rules. In addition, we need to ensure that there are no cross ligations between these sticky ends that can hinder the operation of the Autonomous DNA Turing Machine. Undesirable cross reactions could result from the un-programmed hybridizations between sticky ends of molecules during different stages. Due to the limited encoding space available to 3-base sticky ends, we can not avoid the cross hybridization completely. However, we carefully ensure that such cross hybridizations only result in idling processes and do not block or alter the programmed operation of the Turing Machine. To this end, we require that the cross hybridization only happen either between two sticky ends both generated by endonuclease Bsl I or two sticky ends both generated by endonuclease Mwo I. A ligation product between two molecules resulted from such cross hybridizations will be cut back into the original molecules and hence such ligation only represents an idling process or an innocuous futile reaction (see Figure 18 (c) ). By using the expanded 6-base vocabulary of , , , Ì , , and , we only have one such cross ligation ( , ). 
